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Dynamic Asia
sia is undoubtedly a dynamic region, full of
opportunities. Although the financial crisis
did of course affect the Asian countries,
many of them are among the first to get back
on track. In our T-Time series on important emerging markets, I felt it necessary to divide Asia into two parts. South
and Southeast Asia are featured in this issue, and the more
northerly countries will be in the first issue of . China,
a country where Trelleborg now has five fully owned plants
(read about our opening of a new plant in Qingdao on
p. ), will be very much in focus in , with the
Shanghai World Expo taking place there.
Trelleborg will be at the Expo, so don’t
miss the Swedish Pavilion if you should
happen to pass through Shanghai from
May to October next year!
Enjoy your reading!
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If you have any questions about Trelleborg or
wish to send us your comments about T-Time,
please write: rosman.jahja@trelleborg.com

edge UNITED SPACE ALLIANCEI

Challenging the

SPACE
FRONTIER
There is probably no better seal of approval
than being a supplier to the United Space
Alliance, the prime contractor for NASA’s
Space Shuttle program.
TEXT: ALEXANDER FARNSWORTH PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES, ISTOCKPHOTO
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s

eventy-seven seconds
after the Space Shuttle
launches from the
Kennedy Space Center
in Florida, its two solid rocket booster tanks disconnect and fall into the
Atlantic Ocean.
In order to keep the tanks from
burning up in the atmosphere, they
are sprayed with an ablative heat
shield, a covering designed to accept
the heat and burn-off associated with
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high-speed travel through the earth’s
atmosphere. This shield, which is
partially made of Trelleborg
Eccospheres, resins and other fillers,
vaporizes on its way through the
atmosphere, taking the heat with it
and leaving the tanks intact.

“Eccospheres work in the same
way as the insulation in your attic,”
says Gary Gladysz, Vice President
Technology at Trelleborg in

Mansfield, Massachusetts, in the
U.S. “In both cases, trapped air
pockets are what gives them their
value as insulation materials. And
our hollow glass microspheres on
the solid rocket booster tanks on
the Space Shuttle keep the heat
away from the critical structure
underneath.”
Recently, United Space Alliance
and NASA paid special tribute to the
Trelleborg team involved in develop-

THE UNITED SPACE ALLIANCE

ILLUSTRATION: NASA

Headquartered in Houston, Texas, US, the United
Space Alliance was jointly founded by the Boeing
Company and the Lockheed Martin Corporation in
1996. As one of the world’s leading space operations
companies, the United Space Alliance is NASA’s primary
industry partner in human space operations. Being the
prime contractor for NASA’s Space Shuttle Program,
the consortium is responsible for the day-to-day
operation and management of the U.S. Space Shuttle
fleet and the International Space Station.

Our hollow glass
microspheres on the
solid rocket booster
tanks on the Space Shuttle keep
the heat away from the critical
structure underneath.
Gary Gladysz, Vice President Technology at Trelleborg in Mansfield, U.S.

ing the Eccospheres used on the Space
Shuttle solid rocket booster tanks.
“We were recognized for our
quality product, on-time delivery
and for all of our hard work in fine
tuning the Eccosphere material to
the United Space Alliance and
NASA’s increasingly stringent
specifications,” says Gladysz. “We
now have a plaque in the office from
NASA saying ‘Appreciation for a job
well done.’”

Specifically, the Trelleborg team
worked on optimizing the particle
size and distribution of the
Eccosphere glass material as it is
sprayed onto the tanks at the United
Space Alliance facility in Louisiana.
“We have moved the properties of
the microballoons to a portion of the
specification that will make the
material easier to process for the
United Space Alliance,” says
Gladysz.

Eccospheres® are Trelleborg’s
branded range of hollow glass
microspheres.
The unique properties of
microspheres and syntactic
foams were first exploited and
are still used for buoyancy in
deep-sea submersibles and oildrilling equipment. Today five
different series of Eccospheres,
each with specific chemical and
physical properties, are
manufactured by Trelleborg
Offshore, a unit within
Trelleborg Engineered Systems,
at its facility south of Boston in
the U.S.
They are used throughout the
aerospace industry to manufacture strong, lightweight structures such as fuselages, bulkheads and floors, and in turbine
blades, among many other
applications.
Hollow microspheres, also
known as microballoons, are
also used to create syntactic
foams. These are composite
materials synthesized by filling
a metal, polymer or ceramic
with microspheres. The presence of hollow particles results
in lower density, a higher
strength-to-weight ratio, a lower
thermal expansion coefficient
and, in some cases, radar or
sonar transparency for military
applications.
The IG 201 range of
Eccospheres used on the solid
rocket booster tanks on the
Space Shuttle were specifically
engineered according to the

A buoyancy module is a composite product, with a core
consisting of micro- and
macrospheres contained in a
matrix of syntactic foam or
epoxy resin.

PHOTO: TRELLEBORG

About the Eccospheres

United Space Alliance and
NASA’s specifications. They have
the diameter of a human hair.
Because they are spheres with a
smooth surface, when in a pile,
Eccospheres behave like a liquid.
The technology to manufacture such hollow glass spheres
dates back to the 1950s. An
early aerospace application
was on the Viking Lander that
landed on Mars in 1976.
Due to their exclusive glass
chemistry and method of manufacture, Eccospheres glass
microspheres exhibit a number
of different properties that can
be fine-tuned for different applications. These include high temperature resistance up to 800°C,
good density-to-strength ratios,
clean surface chemistry and low
thermal conductivity.
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focus SOUTH & SOUTHEST ASIA
Home to more than half the world’s population and an everincreasing share of its industry, the South and Southeast Asia
region has become an economic and industrial powerhouse.
TEXT: DAVID WILES PHOTO: ISTOCKPHOTO & TRELLEBORG

ECONOMIC
TAILWIND
for South and Southeast Asia
Everyone

”

acknowledges
that this region
represents the
growth market
of the future,” says Kay Jin Tan,
Managing Director of Trelleborg
Engineered Products Asia. “In the
longer term there is no doubt that
Asia will grow faster than any region
in the world.”
The nations of South and
Southeast Asia are weathering the
current economic storm with varying
levels of success. India remains
among the few nations worldwide
posting growth in gross domestic
product, GDP, while the exportdependent Asian Tiger economies
of Hong Kong and Singapore are
feeling the squeeze from reduced
global demand.
Still, the region remains a major
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target for foreign direct investment.
“It is positive that U.S. and
European companies are still looking to invest here,” says Weng Chong
Lee, President Marketing Asia
Pacific for Trelleborg Sealing
Solutions.

Weng Chong describes the current
business climate in the region as
more competitive than before, with
companies fighting over every deal.
Many companies are looking to serve
the stable domestic market rather
than export.
“Our customers who sell within
Asia are less affected than those
exporting to the U.S. and Europe,”
he says.
Southeast Asia is growing as a
center for the aerospace industry.
Malaysia is positioning itself as an
assembly hub for aerospace

component manufacturers, while
Singapore is growing as a service hub
for the aerospace maintenance,
repair and operations business.

“We see many European and U.S.
aerospace companies relocating
assembly and manufacturing plants
to this region to leverage the lower
cost base, availability of workforce
and close proximity to the growing
marketplace,” Weng Chong says.
Thailand is positioning itself as
the Detroit of Southeast Asia with
production of cars and pickup trucks
both for local consumption and for
export, while the south of the country has a growing petrochemical industry. Malaysia is also experiencing
growth in its agricultural sector due
to continued strong demand for its
palm oil.
While automotive manufacturers

There is no doubt
that Asia will grow
faster than any
region in the world.
Kay Jin Tan, Managing Director
of Trelleborg Engineered Products Asia

in most Western markets continue to
struggle, their subsidiaries in India
have fared considerably better.
“India is becoming a hot spot for
small cars,” says Dinesh Pawar,
General Manager of Trelleborg
Automotive India, whose factory near
Delhi produces anti-vibration systems
for Maruti Suzuki, Toyota and Ford,
among others. “The OEMs [original
equipment manufacturers] are now
targeting the rural market and getting
a good response. Banks are offering
good interest rates to buyers, and this
is contributing to a boom in sales.”
Singapore is not
only the region’s
financial hub. It
is also growing
as a center for
aerospace maintenance, repair
and operations
business.

Car sales were up . percent in
June, and India’s GDP growth is
expected to slip from last year’s .
percent to about  or  percent this
year, before returning to around 
percent in . Such growth rates
have kept up optimism in the world’s

biggest democracy.
“We recently had elections, and
the people are expecting a lot from
the government,” Pawar says.
“People realize that we are lacking in
infrastructure, and the government
is focusing on bringing it up to the
next level. Better roads and infrastructure will help the automotive
industry.”

Pawar expects Trelleborg to benefit
in turn.
“For Trelleborg India, the coming
years will be good.”
Kay Jin Tan is overseeing
Trelleborg Engineered Systems’
latest investment in China, a
production facility in Qingdao.
“We are moving up the value
chain and providing more value in
our products and solutions,” he says.
“In the past we made products that

we sold more or less as a commodity.
What we provide now is more
engineering content.”
Tan says the region has benefited
from the fact that many governments
there have learned the lessons of the
past.
“The governments have enough
reserves and are putting up stimulus
packages, so there is more confidence
here now than there was during the
financial crisis of ,” he says.
“Everyone is optimistic that this
current crisis too will pass, and when
it does we will come up stronger than
ever. This is a good opportunity for
Trelleborg. Our market share is
small in Asia today, but if you
capture market share in a growing
market, the potential is tremendous.
We are very well positioned, as our
technology gives us a competitive
edge in the region.”
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SOUTH & SOUTHEAST ASIA

OFFSHORE AND AFLOAT
couple of years ago, we have secured two major
projects, in Qatar and Turkmenistan.”
The LMUs consist of a steel structure
incorporating rubber elements to achieve
specified spring stiffness, depending on the
expected design loads and metocean data.
“The float-over process is more cost-effective
than the alternative, floating cranes,” Wee says.
“As the weight of the topside structure increases,
the number of suitable cranes diminishes.”
For further information:
julian.wee@trelleborg.com
The Indian lightweight
jet fighter, the Tejas,
has primarily been
developed for the
Indian Air Force and
the Indian Navy.

SEALS FOR INDIAN AIRCRAFT
The light combat aircraft Tejas is India’s first modern fighter aircraft, designed
to meet the requirements of the Indian Air Force. Deployment will start in 2010.
The Tejas, most often described as a product of Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
(HAL), has actually been developed by a national consortium of more than 100
defense laboratories.
Trelleborg Sealing Solutions in India has supplied T-seals, Plus Seals, Wear
rings, Excluder seals, O-Rings and Back-up Rings for the advanced digital fly-bywire flight control system and the hydraulically actuated control surfaces, along
with seals for main and nose landing gears.
For further information:
torben.andersen@trelleborg.com

Leg Mating Units
are frequently used
during offshore
installations.

RUBBER GIANTS
Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia are global
giants in natural rubber, accounting for more than
70 percent of the world’s production. “These
three countries, along with Sri Lanka, are also the
most important suppliers to Trelleborg,” says Pio
Gizzi, Vice President Group Purchasing, Raw
Materials at Trelleborg.
Wheel Systems accounts for more than 50
percent of Trelleborg’s consumption of natural
rubber annually. “The use of natural rubber in
tires is fundamental and required for performance
reasons,” says Gizzi. The natural rubber
content is especially high in industrial tires,
products for which the Trelleborg plant in
Kelanyia, Sri Lanka, has the advantage of sourcing
locally. “Sri Lankan rubber quality is excellent and
can be delivered quickly, which makes this a very
attractive solution for us,” says Gizzi.
For further information:
pio.gizzi@trelleborg.com

PHOTO: ISTOCKPHOTO

In offshore, the float-over process is where a
topside structure is transferred from a
transportation vessel onto a pre-constructed
structure. The transport vessel enters the jacket,
and by ballasting, float-over hardware, Leg Mating
Units (LMU) and the Deck Support Unit (DSU) work
together to transfer the load from vessel to jacket.
Once complete, the vessel exits the jacket.
“Float-over is a definite trend,” says Julian
Wee, Managing Director for Trelleborg in
Singapore, where the LMUs and DSUs are
manufactured. “Since we entered the market a

SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE
PRODUCTION
The history of Sri Lanka’s rubber industry
dates back to the late 19th century. Trelleborg
has played a part in the local industry for more
than 20 years.
“Today we have two factories in Sri Lanka,”
says Antonio Garcia, Managing Director for
Trelleborg in Sri Lanka. “The total volume of
tires produced in 2008 exceeded 29,000
tons.”
Recently major investments have been
made to upgrade these production facilities to
world-class efficiency and to cope with even
higher volumes. Besides upgrading the
infrastructure of the plant and installing new
technology, focus has also been on developing
the competencies and working conditions for
the employees.
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SRI LANKAN MANAGERS (L to R):
Dhammika Rambukana, Dhammika Cabral, Ales Reich,
Arosha Jayiasuria, Pavel Janku, Sanjay Melvani,
Antonio Garcia and Dian Gunatilake.
“Over the last few years we have put in
considerable effort to enhance the relations
with our employees, and we are now regarded
as one of the best employers in Sri Lanka,”
Garcia says. “Nevertheless, we will not be

complacent about our achievements and we
will strive to achieve even better results in
the future.”
For further information:
antonio.garcia@trelleborg.com

CEO perspectives SOUTH & SOUTHEAST ASIA

Increased presence in a

DYNAMIC
ENVIRONMENT
PHOTO: LASSE DAVIDSSON, TRELLEBORG

Population-wise,
South and Southeast
Asia comprise some
very large countries,”
says Peter Nilsson, Trelleborg
President and CEO. “Western
companies seem to appreciate the
potential of India, but many of those
companies seem to underestimate the
other countries as markets. Trelleborg
does not, and I would say that almost
all of our solution segments have an
interesting future in this rapidly
developing part of the world.”
Following this logic, where market
potential is just as important as low
production costs, Trelleborg has
invested heavily to increase company
presence in Asia, as well as in Latin
America and Central and Eastern
Europe since Nilsson became CEO
in , and the trend looks set to
continue.
This development has gradually
changed the historically strong
company focus on Western Europe
and North America, and thereby the
Trelleborg global footprint.
“South and Southeast Asia make
up a very dynamic entrepreneurial
environment,” says Nilsson. “Our
strategy is to grow here with local
management and personnel resources.
An important element in this process
is high education levels. Although
India is the classic example, there is a

strong ambition to improve education
levels in all of the countries in the
region.”

In South Asia, important Trelleborg
plants are situated in India in Noida,
outside Delhi (automotive), and in
Bangalore (seals), as well as in Sri
Lanka in Kelanyia (industrial tires).
Recently, a Trelleborg center for
engineering and sales of marine
systems (fender systems) was
established in Ahmedabad, India, and
more is to come.
“We are well positioned for the
future in India and Sri Lanka,”
Nilsson says. “We have modernized
our plants and are working with
interesting customers.”
He points to Indian Railways (see
T-Time -) and Indian car makers
as examples, and the offshore center in
Kerala as a future business opportunity.
In Southeast Asia, several of the
economies are showing impressive
growth rates.
“Singapore has become sort of a
hub for us,” says Nilsson. “It’s a country
with high standards, an extremely
international environment, competent
people and good links to its neighbors.”
With strong manufacturing bases
and substantial populations, Vietnam
and Malaysia are undergoing rapid
development, and Indonesia is expected

A WIDE RANGE
Trelleborg offers
everything from
tires to aerospace
seals in South and
Southeast Asia.

to catch up. Samples of the business in
the region for Trelleborg includes seals
for aerospace, sales of which are growing in Malaysia with Singapore as the
service hub. While agricultural and,
especially, forestry tires are benefiting
from Indonesia’s ambition to be the
global leader in palm oil production,
which is used to produce biodiesel.
“Just as BRIC has been an
important acronym for the group of
fast-growing economies in Brazil,
Russia, India and China, we will hear
more and more about VISTA, which
comprises Vietnam and Indonesia as
well as South Africa, Turkey and
Argentina,” Nilsson says. “VISTA will
be the next wave of rapidly emerging
markets in focus for both investors
and global industrials, and Trelleborg
has ambitious plans for this
development.”
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A SEALED
DEAL

DUBAI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Dubai International Airport is connected to more than
200 destinations across six continents via 120 airlines.
It accounts for more than a quarter of all passenger
and aircraft movement in the Middle East and Africa
regions and has an average daily passenger throughput
exceeding 100,000, and about 800 aircraft.
The new terminal building opened in October 2008,
and the A380-specific facility, Concourse 3, is expected
to be completed by 2011.
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Four hundred thousand square meters of sealing material is keeping the
seawater out at Dubai International Airport’s new extension, Concourse 3.
TEXT: ANNA MCQUEEN PHOTO: WALTER BIBIKOW/SCANPIX/AGE, ISTOCKPHOTO, TRELLEBORG

a

busy hub between
East and West, Dubai
International is the
world’s fastest-growing
airport in terms of customer
throughput, with a growth rate of
close to  percent and more than 
million passengers in . The
airport’s long-awaited USD .
billion expansion opened on October
, , and Concourse ,
a huge vault-like structure on top of a
deep -meter-long and -meterwide basement, is expected to be
completed by .
The building will be kept watertight thanks to some , square
meters of Elastoseal EPDM tanking
membrane.
“The water table in the United
Arab Emirates is very high, since the
loose sand particles of the desert
make it easy for seawater to
penetrate the ground, so saltwater is
found just one or two meters down,”
explains Munzer Akbik, Managing
Director of AMC Protection, providers
of concrete treatment and protection
solutions. “This means that every
basement structure must have good
protection against water to prevent
penetration and to ensure a longer
life for the building.”

Trelleborg supplies the membrane
in rolls that are . meters wide and
 meters long. These are shipped
from Sweden and then brought to
AMC’s prefabrication center in
Dubai. There they are welded into
panels that are five to six meters
wide and  meters long, folded, and
then transported to the site for
installation.
“In addition to the logistical
challenges, we work very close to
aircraft in certain areas, so we have
to be very careful with safety
procedures,” says Akbik. “We have
worked with Trelleborg for several
years now, but never on a single
project of this scale.”
“It’s the largest single project we
have ever had,” agrees Fredrik
Åhman, Export Manager at
Trelleborg in Värnamo, Sweden.

AMC Protection was contracted
by Dubai’s Department of Civil
Aviation to supply an envelope
tanking system for Concourse ,
which will accommodate the
increased number of passengers
expected to be arriving with the new
Airbus A Superjumbo aircraft.
It will also incorporate climatecontrolled lounges, have  contact
gates and include an underground
baggage transfer area.

It was in partnership with AMC
that Trelleborg developed its unique
waterstop. The waterstop is used in
tanking applications when
compartmentalizing Elastoseal
EPDM tanking membrane.
“We were the only EPDM
manufacturer that could supply such
a system component and other
accessories that can be welded to the
membrane,” says Åhman. “That’s
what it took to seal the deal.”

ELASTOSEAL EPDM
With a service life exceeding 50
years, Elastoseal rubber (EPDM) can
endure almost unlimited loads and
water pressure as well as withstand
movements from earth settlement
or temperature changes. The panels
are welded together using hot air
and pressure.

The deepest part of the basement
of Concourse  is  meters below
the water table, and the area is
punctuated by , piles to support
the structure.
“We have to monitor quality very
carefully and ensure the tanking is
perfect, and the client has requested
a permanent on-site technician from
Trelleborg,” says Akbik.
“We normally send someone for a
week or two,” says Åhman. “But
here, the standards were extremely
high. I’ve never seen anything like it
in terms of quality control.”

To date, AMC has covered some
, square meters of a total area
of around , square meters.
“This is such an important
contract for us that we are doing
everything we can to guarantee its
success,” says Akbik. “With a lot of
effort, we have risen to the challenge,
and we are even ahead of schedule.”
AMC always knew it would be
under pressure from the client to
complete the job at speed, so Akbik
had a first batch of Trelleborg
material shipped before he even won
the contract.
“I wanted to get to work straightaway, and I knew that if we didn’t win
the contract, I would be using
Elastoseal somewhere else in future.”
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HANDLE WITH
The food and beverage processing industry is one of the most highly regulated
industries and faces unique challenges, not least hygienically.
TEXT: DONNA GUINIVAN PHOTOS: TRELLEBORG ILLUSTRATION: TUE BEIJER

The food and beverage processing
industry is one that impacts on all
our lives, handling virtually all that
we eat and drink. We rely on
processing companies to deliver the
product we want, where we want it,
in the form we want and most
importantly, reliably safe.
Regulations are stringent and
globally controlled through major
government bodies such as the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) in
the U.S. and the European Food
Safety Authority (EFSA).
Trelleborg contributes to ensuring
the hygienic production of food and
beverages. Many of its products are
integral to processing equipment
such as the thousands of seals used
in a typical processing line. It is vital
that there is no risk of these
contaminating the system. That
means that they must be compatible
with sometimes aggressive process
media and withstand the stringent
cleaning regimes involving
destructive chemicals.
Special hoses and couplings are
also provided by Trelleborg. These
are used in everything from dry
goods transport to wine production.
Trelleborg’s vibration isolation
solutions are used under the base
of food processing equipment.

SEALS FOR
FILLING HEADS
Ultra clean seals
prevent leakage
and ensure there
is no contamination at the critical
filling stage of production.
Trelleborg products: Variseal
Ultraclean, O-Rings

SEALS FOR ROTARY
DISTRIBUTOR AND BEARINGS
The rotary mechanism distributes the media
being processed around the processing system.
Special dynamic seals keep grease, cleaning
fluids and water out of rotary bearings.
Trelleborg products: Roto Variseal, Turcon Varilip
PDR, X-Ring, radial oil seal

FURTHER INFORMATION
Trelleborg Sealing Solutions
Contact: ferdinand.schwabe@trelleborg.com
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Trelleborg Engineered Systems
Contact: keith.croysdale@trelleborg.com

CARE

SEALS FOR BOTTLE LIFTERS

SEALS FOR VALVES
IN THE FILLING MECHANISM
Valves control the amount of liquid fed into the bottle.
Low-friction seals that withstand aggressive cleaning
regimes are required in these dynamic applications.
Trelleborg products: scrapers, molded components,
Glyd Ring, wipers

Seals are required for the pneumatic
pistons within the cylinders that lift the
bottles for filling. The low-friction and
wear resistance of seals are important to
maximize productivity.
Trelleborg products: Slydring, Glyd Ring

SEALS FOR HYGIENICDESIGN COUPLINGS
Hygienic-design couplings are
located at virtually every
connection in the system.
Gaskets and seals must
withstand stringent cleaningin-place regimes to give long-life and
no contamination.
Trelleborg products:
sanitary gaskets, O-Rings

ANTI-VIBRATION ISOLATION
Isolation systems reduce vibration to the
support structure of equipment by up to 90 percent and significantly lower noise levels. Products
are supplied in a variety of different polymer compounds along with
silicone and stainless steel for critical food production applications.
Trelleborg products: Cushyfoot, TF bushes

HOSES MEET STANDARDS
Trelleborg supplies a wide range of hoses and
couplings for food processing applications.
These are designed and manufactured with
hygiene in mind. Compounds are compliant
with global food standards, while smooth
extruded inner tubes can withstand aggressive
cleaning regimes. This combined with specially
designed coupling systems means no bacterial
growth is possible on hose assemblies.
For further information:
christine.dhiersat@trelleborg.com
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case BOMBARDIER

THE
ART
OF TRANSPORT
Vancouver and Kuala Lumpur are the latest
cities to get Bombardier Transportation’s
Advanced Rapid Transit MK II rolling stock.
TEXT: ALEXANDER FARNSWORTH PHOTO: BOMBARDIER TRANSPORTATION, GETTY IMAGES

BOMBARDIER IN BRIEF
Bombardier Transportation is a division of the global
Bombardier Group and is the largest manufacturer
of railroad equipment in the world.
Bombardier Transportation, headquartered in Berlin,
Germany, has an installed base of more than 100,000
vehicles worldwide.
Headquartered in Canada, the Bombardier Group is a
world-leading manufacturer of innovative transportation
solutions, from commercial aircraft and business jets
to rail transportation equipment, systems and services.
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ombardier’s Advanced
Rapid Transit (ART)
trains – driverless,
automated and elevated
– have in recent decades become
icons of the Canadian and Malaysian
skylines of Vancouver and Kuala
Lumpur.
Vancouver got its first ART
system, named SkyTrain, when it
hosted the World’s Fair in .
Fittingly, the theme of Expo  was

transportation. Kuala Lumpur’s first
ART system coincided with the 
Commonwealth Games held in the
Malaysian capital.

Deliveries of the new ART MK II
vehicles – an additional  to
Vancouver and  to Kuala Lumpur
– beginning in , with Trelleborg
anti-vibration and suspension technology, mark an increased trust in
Bombardier Transportation’s

The Trelleborg angle
Trelleborg Industrial AVS, part of Trelleborg Engineered
Systems, is a world leader in the design and manufacturing of
rubber-to-metal-bonded components for anti-vibration applications
and suspension systems. Trelleborg supplies Bombardier
Transportation with anti-vibration and suspension components
for the new ART vehicles in Vancouver and Kuala Lumpur.
Specifically, Trelleborg supplies Metalastik® hourglass springs
for the secondary suspension between the bogie and the carriage and Metalastik Spherilastik and Axle Wraps for the steering mechanism and the primary suspension between the
wheels and the bogie.
“One advantage with our hourglass springs is that they don’t
need air or hydraulic systems, which makes them totally maintenance-free. They have proved to be completely reliable in almost
25 years of operation,” says Neil de Vries, Regional Sales
Manager North America for Trelleborg Industrial AVS.
While the Vancouver and Kuala Lumpur trains are similar,
they havve different suspension characteristics and thus
required two discrete designs. Trelleborg supported
Bombardier, as it does with all its customers globally, in development of these custom suspension systems.
For further information:
neil.devries@trelleborg.com

THE ART TECHNOLOGY
Bombardier Transportation’s Advanced Rapid Transit
system was designed to fill the gap between low-capacity
street-running trams and high-capacity subway systems.
According to the company, the capital cost of an ART
system is half that of an underground subway system.
An ART system can carry about 30,000 passengers an
hour in each direction. Around the world, ART systems
move more than 150 million people every year. Average
in-service speed is more than 40 kilometers per hour.
ART technology features a unique radial-steered axle
suspension for passenger comfort and reduced noise and
wear. This also allows the train to turn tighter than most
trains of the same length. The ART MK II vehicle is 17
meters long and lighter than a conventional subway train.
ART trains are propelled with a direct-drive linear induction motor. The primary component, located onboard the
vehicle, generates magnetic fields to induce currents in
the conductive track-based secondary component
between the rails. The magnetic field pulls the train along
without the need for rotary motors or moving parts.

advanced technology for mass transit.
The driverless MK II vehicle
incorporates all the benefits of the
original MK I while significantly
increasing its passenger-carrying
capacity, resulting in lower operating
costs. With  vehicles serving 
stations along . kilometers, the
Vancouver SkyTrain Expo and
Millennium Lines constitute the
world’s longest driverless rapid
transit system. The system carries 

million passengers a year and has
transported more than a billion
passengers since . The  new
vehicles will increase capacity by 
percent.

In Kuala Lumpur, the -kilometer,
-station Kelana Jaya line is the
longest driverless transit system in
Asia. It links the western and eastern
suburbs with Kuala Lumpur’s downtown area and carries some  million

passengers every year. Bombardier
Transportation and its local partner
Hartasuma Sdn Bhd are essentially
tripling the existing fleet with the
 new vehicles.
Other Bombardier ART systems
are currently in service in New York
and Detroit in the U.S., Toronto in
Canada and Beijing in China. The
driverless ART system is also soon to
be delivered to the city of Yongin in
South Korea.
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PLATE HEAT EXCHANGERS

A FAIR
EXCHANGE
With energy conservation becoming a major focus for manufacturers, the demand for plate heat exchangers is booming. As fundamental
parts of many production processes, they allow the use of what
otherwise would be wasted heat.
TEXT: DONNA GUINIVAN ILLUSTRATION: TRELLEBORG PHOTOS: ISTOCKPHOTO, TRELLEBORG

Heat is generated
in all types of
processing,” says Jon
Cutler, Trelleborg
Sealing Solutions Material
Development Manager for PHE
gaskets. “In less environmentally
aware times heat was just pumped
out of the processing system and
wasted. That wasn’t good for energy
conservation or the atmosphere.”

SEALING IN AN AGGRESSIVE ENVIRONMENT
“Wander around a processing plant and you’ll see PHEs up to five meters
in height,” says Jonas Jerleus, Trelleborg Sealing Solutions Global PHE
Coordinator. “The largest plate width is 1.5 meters. They will range from this
size down to about 280 millimeters long and 100 millimeters wide. Gasket
thickness is from 20 millimeters down to just two.
“Sealing conditions are very demanding in PHEs. Temperatures are at
extremes, from –45°C to +200°C, while chemicals are extremely aggressive. As the liquids are pushed through a large PHE with maybe 200 plates,
pressures are also high.”
For further information: jon.cutler@trelleborg.com
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Now this is happening less and
less. Plate heat exchangers (PHEs)
are key to capturing processing heat
and effectively reusing it, either
within the processing system itself or
by diverting the energy elsewhere.

The applications for PHEs are
countless. Originally they were used
in the sterilization and pasteurization
of dairy products, mainly milk. Now,
however they are used on ships, to
feed heating systems for buildings
and in almost every processing plant.
Driven by a desire to manage energy
better, in the past  years the market
for PHEs has doubled.
“In power stations PHEs make it
possible for the steam used for energy
production to be diverted into heating
offices and homes,” continues
Cutler. “On a ship, PHEs mean heat
from its combustion engine can be
used for air-conditioning and heating.

In processing plants, PHEs ensure
efficient energy use by recycling heat.
When they are employed within a
system, the overall heat loss can be
extremely low.”

The plates within a PHE are sealed
with rubber gaskets, preventing the
two liquids within a PHE from
leaking out or mixing.
“Gaskets are critical elements
within a PHE and potentially their
weakest link,” says Cutler. “Sealing
in PHEs is not easy. Temperatures are
at extremes, while chemicals are some
of the most aggressive processed and
pressures are also high.”
Trelleborg has been making PHE
gaskets for more than  years, and
customers rely on its material expertise.
The company has invested research
and development resources into
maximizing gasket life and optimizing
design.

“If there is one thing we pride
ourselves on more than any other,”
Cutler says, “it is the initial fit
of our gaskets. Probably better than
any other manufacturer we are able
to guarantee meeting the original
equipment manufacturers’ tight
tolerances in gasket length control.”
An emerging trend is that the
PHE original equipment manufacturers, who have predominantly
manufactured in Europe up until
now, are expanding production
globally.
“That’s where our global reach
becomes important,” explains
Cutler. “In Europe we manufacture
in Poland, and demand from the
Americas is fulfilled from
Trelleborg’s facility in Tijuana,
Mexico. With manufacturing in
Asia increasing, we have now transferred gasket technology to our plant
in Shanghai, China.”

HOW IT WORKS
The design concept of all PHEs is the same.
Between two metal end plates there is a series of
thin metal plates close to each other. The liquid to be
processed is pumped into one side of the plates
while the liquid facilitating heating and cooling is
pumped into the other. The key to the process is that
both liquids come into contact with the maximum
plate surface area to rapidly exchange heat from one
liquid to the other.
Heat
exchanger
plate and
gasket.
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people&trends LARS PLETH NIELSEN

A life full of

FRICTION
Lars Pleth Nielsen believes that the world can save
trillions of dollars by reducing the costs associated
with the unwanted effects of friction that arises when
two surfaces rub against each other.
TEXT: MARTIN NEANDER PHOTOS: LARS SUNDSHØJ

w

hen it comes to
friction, Lars Pleth
Nielsen is a man of
many words.
“Friction depends on the characteristics of the surfaces – how flat,
round or rough they are,” says Pleth
Nielsen, manager of the Tribology
Center at the Danish Technological
Institute. “Friction is also dependent
on what kind of medium the surfaces are in, if it is wet or dry, or what
particles there are in the medium. It
is a multidisciplinary field, because
it involves different areas, such as
mechanics, chemistry and fluid
dynamics. You have to go all the
way to the atomic level to more fully
realize in detail what is going on in
terms of friction.”
The Tribology Center works with
the development of surface coatings
to lower friction, corrosion and wear
in different applications. It even
runs a coating facility seven days a
week, mainly supporting the Danish
industry with solutions.
Pleth Nielsen himself has spent
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most of his working life dealing with
surfaces.
“I have a Ph.D. in surface physics,
where I specialized in the actions
and motions of individual atoms on
surfaces,” he says. “Today, apart from
my work at the Danish Technological
Institute, I am also the president of
ENIWEP – the European Network
for Industrial Wear Prevention.”
ENIWEP is a EUREKA (the
pan-European research and development intergovernmental initiative)
umbrella action dedicated to industrial wear prevention. This project

THE NECESSITY
OF FRICTION
Friction is a force that appears
whenever two objects rub against
each other. It is the opposite of
motion. No matter which direction
something moves in, friction
pulls it the other way. Yet we need
friction. Without it, we would not
be able to walk, sit in a chair or
climb stairs. Everything would
just keep slipping around.

Between
2 and 4
percent of an
industrialized
country’s GDP
is lost through
friction.

LOWERING FRICTION
Reducing friction is an objective in many of Trelleborg’s
solutions. The main example is in sealing solutions where
the sealing function needs to be achieved without friction
affecting system performance too much. Whether it is to
speed up movement on an escape slide or optimize how
tires travel over different surfaces, management of friction is equally important.
In the industrial environment, where the reduction of
friction can have real impact on GDP, engineering of
sealing solutions and hoses concentrates on getting the
best friction characteristics from product designs and
material formulations.
Specifically, Trelleborg has developed Turcon PTFEbased (Poly-Tetra-Fluoro-Ethylene) sealing materials that
improve efficiency in dynamic hydraulic applications,
while the friction technology used in the Scirocco II hose
is proven to reduce costs when processing solids.
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PERSONAL:
Name: Lars Pleth Nielsen
Profession: Manager of the Tribology Center at the Danish
Technological Institute
Age: 40
Nationality: Danish
Education: Ph.D. in physics supplemented with a master’s in
innovation, management and organization.
Background: Six years as a research scientist at Haldor
Topsøe in the field of catalysis. Four years as a research scientist at NKT Research and Innovation A/S working on the development of optical components.
Favorite scientists: Niels Bohr and Albert Einstein
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This Sinox CemeCon setup allows Lars
Pleth Nielsen and his team to deposit
coating materials that give substrates
required properties such as hardness,
conductivity and friction. It is also being
used for research on self-cleaning
surfaces and surfaces for solid oxide
fuel cells.

According to Pleth Nielsen, estimates show that between  and 
percent of an industrialized country’s
gross domestic product (GDP) is lost
through friction and to mechanical
parts wearing out.
“You can see wear, tear and friction issues in major business arenas,
such as in the food and automotive
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industries,” he says. “Friction is one
of the main reasons why things work
only for a limited time. Of course,
it is an extra cost for companies to
put low-friction coatings on surfaces,
so that is a barrier to overcome.
But these additional expenses will
certainly lead to long-term benefits.
At first, some of our customers are
not really aware of the huge costs
involved due just to friction.
But when they see that they can
produce higher quality for an
extended period, then they realize
that the cost of coatings and tailored
surfaces is more than counterbalanced by the gains.”
Pleth Nielsen points to one
Danish company that makes
tin cans used for food
applications.

“If they run their machines for
folding and stamping tin cans without coatings, the tools are worn out
after just  minutes in the production process,” he says. “With our
coatings, they can run for several
months without any lubrication
and without having to wash the
produced cans in order to remove
lubricants. It is a substantial saving
moneywise. In environmental terms,
it means that they do not need to
use the unhealthy chemical lubricants, while saving both electricity and water for cleaning the
produced cans.”
PHOTO: ISTOCKPHOTO

aims to improve interaction between
industry and tribology research and
to facilitate the transfer of science to
technology in industry.
“One example is a project funded
by the governments in Spain, Germany and Belgium,” Pleth Nielsen
says. “In this project, we are developing low-friction, diamond-like carbon coatings for vacuum and space
applications.”

When a bow is drawn
across the strings of a
violin it is friction that
causes them to vibrate
and create sound.

Trelleborg TM900 High Power. The agricultural tyre that has nothing to fear.
Co-designed with the main agricultural machine manufacturers, the TM900 High Power
is designed for tractors from 200 to 360 hp at speeds of up to 65 km/h. Good traction,
excellent self-cleaning capacities, comfort and low fuel consumption all make
the new Trelleborg TM900 High Power the most advanced agricultural radial tyre.
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news UPDATE
FIFTH TIME
AROUND

IN CHINA
TEXT: JAN HÖKERBERG

The opening of a new plant in Qingdao
is the latest step in Trelleborg Group’s
expansion in Asia. Since 2005,
Trelleborg has opened five plants in four
locations in China.
“We looked at several alternative locations but decided on Qingdao,” says
Jackie Huang, Managing Director of
Trelleborg Engineered Systems
(Qingdao) Co. Ltd. “One important reason was that Qingdao is the rubber hub
of China. This means that it will be easier
to recruit talent with experience in the
rubber industry, and we will also be close
to the whole supply chain.”
The plant will manufacture solid fenders and foam fenders for ports and vessels as well as dredging hoses.
“With this new plant, Trelleborg will
increase its product offering in China,”
Huang says. “While the major part of the
products initially will be exported and

The grand opening ceremony of Trelleborg’s fifth Chinese plant was held on September 28, 2009.
sold through Trelleborg Marine Systems’
network worldwide, we will also be able
to participate in the vast domestic
market.”
Besides the new Qingdao facility,
Trelleborg has two manufacturing plants
in the Shanghai area and two more in
Wuxi.
The coastal city of Qingdao lies on the
southern edge of China’s Shandong
peninsula, facing the Yellow Sea. During
the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games,
Qingdao was the host city for all sailing
events. Internationally, Qingdao is

perhaps best known for its brewery,
which German settlers founded in 1903.
This produces Tsingtao beer, the most
famous Chinese beer.

Are you a business-oriented, innovative industrial person
with a passion for engineered solutions? Then you are exactly the type
of talent that has created success
for Trelleborg historically and the
type Trelleborg will continue to look
for in the future.
“To attract, develop and
retain the right people is the key
objective for our employer branding
and talent management,” says
Patrik Romberg, Vice President
Human Resources, who is responsible for employer branding in
Trelleborg Group. “Therefore
Trelleborg, also in turbulent times,
continues to take a number of
important steps toward becoming
an even more attractive employer.”
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For internal talent, some of the elements currently strengthened are the performance review process and transparent
open job posting, facilitating cross-organizational careers, and focused development activities such as manufacturing
excellence and mentor programs.

Patrik Romberg,
Vice President
Human Resources,
Trelleborg

EXAMPLES OF KEY employer branding
initiatives directed toward new talent are
the ongoing trainee program, visual
image improvement and carrying out
activities at selected universities. To
attract the best people and keep them
on board, the central message in
Trelleborg’s communications is “Where
Talents Grow” – a statement that points
to the company’s proven track record in
fostering managers and customeroriented employees.

“Our company has always been
very much about being performanceoriented and taking responsibility at
the same time,” says Trelleborg
President and CEO Peter Nilsson. “It
is vital that we have a strong talent
base and that it is easy to find possible career paths within Trelleborg.”
Positive examples in Trelleborg
are plentiful.
“If you are prepared to take on
challenges and believe in your capabilities, anything is possible,” says
Jörgen Scholl, Vice President Global
Supply Chain, Trelleborg Automotive,
formerly a key account manager and
purchasing director. “Trelleborg is
very dynamic in the way it responds
to employees’ interests. But you also
have to be proactive.”

PHOTO: ISTOCKPHOTO

WHERE TALENTS GROW
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Sit down
and
trade
From left to right: Burcu Dilivar (Turkish), Andrzej Pilszczek
(Polish), Bernal Lopez Chaves (Costa Rican), Ana Maria Teixeira
Sicilia (Venezuelan/Portuguese), Bill Hagenberg (Dutch/
American), Elvir Cavka (Swedish/Bosnian) and Johannes
Vreeken (Dutch).

A multicultural team
A unique set of competencies has been brought together in
the new Trelleborg Pipe Seals R&D team in Lelystad, the
Netherlands. Experienced individuals of several different
nationalities have joined together to address challenges in the
international market for pipe seals.
“As a consequence of the decision taken in early 2009 to
concentrate our head office functions, our R&D department
previously in Sweden had to be transferred to Lelystad,” says
Bill Hagenberg, the head of Trelleborg Pipe Seals, a product
area within Trelleborg Engineered Systems.
“The recruitment process has been unique, as we have used
both social media and search engine ads on the Internet to find
exactly the skills we were looking for,” says Elvir Cavka, who
will head the R&D team. The first objective is to transfer
knowledge to the new team.
The team is responsible for development of new solutions
as well as technical support for customers. The pipe seals
market contains standardized products in concrete and plastic
materials as well as customized solutions for pipe-manufacturing
customers, especially within structured-wall pipe seals.

Trelleborg Engineered Systems is a
leading global supplier of engineered
solutions that focuses on the sealing,
protection and safety of investments,
processes and individuals in demanding
environments.
Trelleborg is a global engineering
group whose leading positions are
based on advanced polymer technology
and in-depth applications knowhow.
The Trelleborg Group develops highperformance solutions that seal, damp
and protect in demanding industrial
environments.
The Trelleborg Group has annual
sales of approximately SEK 31 billion,
with about 23,000 employees in some
45 countries (December 31, 2008).
The Group comprises four business
areas:

Trelleborg Automotive is a worldleader in the development and production of polymer-based components
and systems used for noise and
vibration-damping for passenger cars,
and light and heavy trucks.
Trelleborg Sealing Solutions is a
leading global supplier of precision
seals for the industrial, aerospace and
automotive markets.
Trelleborg Wheel Systems is a leading
global supplier of tires and complete
wheel systems for farm and forest
machinery, forklift trucks and other
materials-handling vehicles.

ere’s some big news from the financial district in lower
Manhattan: the New York Stock Exchange has finally decided
to sit down.
You may have seen them on TV for many years – the floor
brokers standing around in their old-fashioned booths, then suddenly
rushing to a specialist in the middle of the trading room to fill a sell or buy
order. But after standing for the past 200 years, the brokers are finally being
offered a seat.
Over the next 18 months the stock exchange, a division of NYSE Euronext,
plans to demolish the standard booths in its Main Room, where listed
securities are traded, and build large sit-down trading areas instead.
The goal is to bring volume back to the floor, or at least keep it from leaving, by
encouraging floor brokers to expand their operations there or bring their
upstairs desks down to the floor.

“The images of hustle and bustle
seen daily in the media around the
world are central to the exchange’s
brand identity.”
The project will involve tearing down several old booths that provide space
for about 400 traders and support personnel.
Behind the NYSE’s move is the realization that most activity on the floor
takes place at the opening and the close. Between those time periods, most
trading is done upstairs at the companies’ various office areas. By enticing
upstairs desks down to the floor, the exchange believes it will garner more
flow during the slow period.
But here’s the real reason for this historic change. Keeping the floor alive
is not just about traded volume. The images of hustle and bustle seen daily
in the media around the world are central to the exchange’s brand identity.
The TV talkers stationed around the floor with their camera crews keep
the NYSE image burned into the world’s collective mind.
In addition, the exchange’s bell-ringing ceremonies are important PR events
for all involved. If you are invited to ring the bell to signal the start of trading,
you will be seen by more than 100 million TV viewers around the world for
about 10 or 15 seconds. Former Swedish Prime Minister Göran Persson
enjoyed his chance to ring the bell
about five years ago, and with luck his
successor, Fredrik Reinfeldt, will join
the club next time he is in New York.
Bengt Göransson, a Wall Street reporter
for business media.
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Return to:
StroedeRalton
Box 842
SE-251 08 Helsingborg
Sweden

Some call it sensational.

We call it Trelleborg.

A quieter world. Today’s light materials in engines, computer components
and other products transmit noise and vibrations more readily. Applying
a small piece of Trelleborg’s Applied Damping Material (ADM) eliminates
the problem.

Trelleborg is a global engineering
group creating high-performance
solutions that seal, damp and
protect in demanding industrial
environments, all over the world.
Find out more about our world
at www.trelleborg.com.
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